WHY WE’RE YOUR BEST BUSINESS PARTNER

- Live representative answering every phone call
- On-site personalized dealer training school
- Fast turnaround on orders (1-2 business days)
- The most extensive range of professional marketing materials
- Custom marketing and sales support
- In-field sales representatives and technical support
- Business consulting: marketing, accounting, engineering and customer service support

Exclusive Features

- Stainless Steel Cable
- Corr-Resist™ Technology
- Aqualink® Automation Integration
- Coated and Laminated Fabric Options
- Standard Salt Water Pool Warranty
- Ultimate™ Product Line
- Backed by Fluidra® with Industry-Leading Global Resources

Warranties

With more than 50 years’ experience, customers trust us to support our warranties.
- 3-Year Warranty: Motor, electrical and components
- 7-Year Warranty: Lid assembly, tracks, leading edge, roller tube and fabric
- Lifetime Warranty: Slip clutch and mechanism
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WHY COVER-POOLS®?

The inventors of the automatic pool cover

Cover-Pools founder, Joe Lamb, patented the first automatic pool cover in 1959 and today, our team continues to be the most experienced in the industry.

Innovation leaders

Our engineers develop cutting-edge technologies like stainless steel cable, putting us at the forefront of the industry.

Widest range of cover solutions

Cover-Pools offers a wealth of easy and cost-effective options for any type, size or shape of pool.

How Cover-Pools Will Benefit Your Customers

Our multitasking cover acts as a safety cover, solar cover and winter cover, saving pool owners up to 70% on operating costs.*


T4 – THE FIRST AND ONLY AUTOMATIC POOL COVER SYSTEM DESIGNED FOR STAINLESS STEEL CABLE

Strong and with a smaller footprint, the T4 system is the only automatic pool cover system designed for stainless steel cable—a more durable cable that doesn't stretch or shrink like traditional rope.

Smaller Footprint

The industry’s shortest electric footprint fitting a 23” motor side that can be covered by 24” offset coping.

Superior Durability

Made of stainless steel, our cables don’t shrink or stretch, offering superior durability over traditional rope.

FASTIER AND EAER INSTALLATION, ADJUSTMENTS AND FABRIC REPLACEMENTS

Maximum Adjustability

The T4 system provides enhanced flexibility with an adjustable reel diameter for easily fine-tuning the alignment of the leading edge to create a flush cover seal. Adjustable end hubs accommodate varying lengths in the roller tube by 3 inches in either direction.

Easy Installation

A separate mounting cradle contributes to quicker installation, fitting various sized vaults.

SAVES TIME

Ensuring a proper fit at installation means no more service calls due to misaligned covers.